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In the process of applying for fellowships, Abby repeatedly came 
across the phrase “purposeful travel.”  The frequent reappearance of this 
term prompted Abby to consider what makes the experience of traveling 
worthwhile and significant. What must a fellowship applicant say or write 
to convey that his or her travel will be “purposeful,” and what type of 
contract ultimately binds the artist to the patron or donor, or photographic 
subject?

Abby’s thesis is inspired by two road trips: one along the United States 
and Canadian border, and the other along the United States border 
with Mexico. While mention of borderlands is often accompanied by 
contentious political debate, politics are not at the forefront of Abby’s 
project. Rather, her work examines the complex and diverse states of 
being settled and unsettled.

Abby learned that while some people travel for professional reasons, 
for others traveling is a way of life: a never-ending exploration rather 
than a necessary means to an end. She describes her first road trip in the 
summer of 2012 as having been self-directed, eye-opening, and rich with 
intriguing visual, photographic subjects.

Halfway through the thesis process, however, Abby began to feel 
paralyzed by the diversity of material she had to work with. A spontaneous 
second road trip seemed the only way to break the creative impasse. This 
trip occurred along the United States-Mexico border in January and proved 
a kind of coming-of-age experience, she says. She approached travel with 
clearer ideas and an established routine. Abby aimed to open herself up 
through the process, consciously inserting her own physical body into her 
work. She wanted to find space within the project to include her personal 
encounters while continuing to pursue the unfamiliar. 

Although Abby approached her journey as a documentarian, her 
body of work, which includes photographs, videos and found objects, 
both embraces and deviates from linear storytelling. She captures intimate 
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portraits of travelers, the spaces where they sleep and eat, and the country’s 
seemingly untouched margins. Her technical precision and attention 
to the intimate details of everyday life help to convey an expansive and 
purposeful travel experience with both directness and spontaneity. 

Abby’s choice of film rather than digital cameras lends itself well to 
reflections on time, perspective and motivation. The mechanics of the 
camera embrace a chronological structure and involve a long editing 
process, which yields beautiful prints. However, film also demands that an 
artist periodically detach from and return to his or her creation, when –for 
instance— one sends negatives away to developing facilities and eagerly 
awaits their return. Much like travel, this process of working with analog 
film is often non-linear. Travel presents the opportunity to change and be 
changed, but these changes can occur before or after the journey itself. 

For the final presentation of her project, Abby is considering three 
photo books. One of these would include a series of images focusing on 
dispersed campsites documenting sleep, rest and consumption. Abby’s 
photographs of rest stops and overnight stays evoke nostalgia for early 
Western pioneer photography; indeed, they are particularly reminiscent 
of Timothy O’Sullivan’s mid-19th century photographs, taken during his 
government-sponsored survey to document the landscape and inhabitants 
of the American West. 

Abby is also considering creating a single-channel video installation, 
which will examine how we collect and connect our experiences visually 
and thematically. She plans to group clips into categories such as color 
and event in order to question why we tend to think of road trips as 
primarily linear and chronological experiences. Her film will interrogate 
the kinds of links we seek when traversing the unfamiliar, as well as her 
initial questions about the motivations and goals of travel, which have 
continued to interest her throughout the thesis process.

-Avery Williamson
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Still from Broken Bones
One-channel  video installation on TV monitor
19 minutes, looped
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Sally Scopa’s body of work consists of distinct series investigating 
the surfaces and structures of architectural materials, as well as the ways 
these are mediated through photography. Inside her studio, the walls are 
covered with large printed scans and photographs of found objects from 
around the Linden Street building, some of which are images of mylar 
wrapped around stretcher bars. Sally photographs these assemblages, 
which unambiguously reference the stretched canvas of paintings, and 
then prints them digitally.

By positioning the flash at different distances and angles from the 
mylar (a translucent plastic material), Sally produces multiple images 
from the same subject. Her method reflects the mass production of 
photographs and the exact reproducibility of digital images, but the 
intervention of the artist’s hand introduces contingency and variation 
into the process. Sally thus facilitates an unexpected yet historically rich 
interplay between photographic techniques and painterly effects. “I think 
of them as paintings made through photographic processes,” she says.

Another component of Sally’s work is a series of wall-sized composite 
scans made by placing a mirror behind the same mylar material while 
scanning it on automatic exposure settings. Myriads of surfaces appear 
in each image, including the plastic veneers of the mylar and the mirror, 
which each reveal fingerprints, scratches, and other evidence of their 
handling in the studio. The impulse to make this work came “from the 
material itself,” Sally says, “to freeze it or to show it off.” At this scale, the 
prints rival paintings in size and also challenge the assumed absence of 
mark-making, or the hand, within photography—the dents and reflections 
displayed in these prints of mylar and plastic recall the brushstrokes and 
physicality of paint. The material itself is made vibrantly expressive as its 
subtleties are brought to the fore.  

In a slight departure from this body of work, Sally has created a series 
of 18” x 18” photo transfers on paper of images depicting architectural 
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space. Although the source material here is also photographic, as in the 
series described above, these works are more process-oriented, requiring 
repeated interference with the images at various stages of preparation and 
printing. Sally digitally manipulates each photograph to produce a high-
contrast image that she then prints and transfers to paper by manually 
applying chemical solvents to the reverse of each sheet.

Sally’s materially driven and process-oriented images draw 
connections between the media of photography and painting, and in 
doing so give expression to the common exchange of materials, tools 
and ideas that occurs in a shared artists’ studio. The mylar used by Sally, 
for instance, was left in her studio by a previous occupant. When she 
notices something interesting in the work of her current studio mates, 
their objects-in-progress and newly built structures will often enter her 
own work. In one instance, the wooden framework of her studio-mate’s 
animation darkroom provided the compositional basis for one of Sally’s 
large-scale photographs.

The varied subject matter of Sally’s work allows her to touch on 
relationships beyond those concerning physical materiality. Sally strives to 
expand the scope of her project in this direction. “In my mind, that’s how 
it started—with a striking object or material,” she says. “But eventually 
I want the work to open up to something beyond material exploration.”  

-Abby Sun



Sally Scopa
Sequoia

Toner on Sheetrock
36” x 48”
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The first of Katherine Agard’s two workspaces is an enclosed area on 
the Carpenter Center’s third floor, surrounded by folding white dividers. 
The second space, Katherine’s fifth floor studio, is more unassuming. 
Here, finished paintings propped on easels, works-in-progress, and 
Masonite boards papered with source photographs align to create a subtle 
boundary between common space and private workspace. That these 
paintings themselves function as walls and partitions is a testament to the 
material density of Katherine’s work, and to her belief that painting can 
be used to structure architectural space.  

While Katherine works with diverse media and processes including 
video, sculpture, and photography, painting is the backbone of her studio 
practice. “[Painting] is something I really viscerally enjoy,” she says, 
“a good place to begin making chains of associations.” The “chains of 
associations” she aspires to create with her work circle around themes of 
place, geographical distance, and memory, as explored through imagery 
of her native Trinidad. 

At home in Trinidad, Katherine used a hand-held wand scanner to 
collect textures. Passing the portable scanner across a variety of planar 
surfaces, she documented the colorful interiors of her family home and 
the weathered architectural exteriors of surrounding streets. While some 
scans faithfully reproduce the materials depicted (wallpaper, stucco, and 
stone), others bare evidence of digital stuttering and scarring created by 
irregular movement during scanning. Katherine’s scans retain markers of 
each surface’s original scale and heft along with the gesture or action of 
scanning, so that one can imagine her walking alongside the wall or fence 
as she works. 

In Katherine’s hands, the high-tech scanner no longer serves as a 
tool to image surfaces, but instead as a way of reiterating their material 
density. (It is no coincidence that the device’s memory card melted after 
her first few scanning expeditions.) Through the process of painting 
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she unpacks these photographic records of walls, paving stones, and 
textiles, reinvesting them with weight. Her paintings are multilayered 
and compact, often executed in casein furniture paint. Her decision to 
use these viscous, commercially produced paints without recourse to the 
chemical agents and glossy varnishes one finds in a standard paint box 
reflects her disinterest in conversations about digital immateriality. These 
material choices also contribute to her larger project of placing wallpaper 
and industrial paint, the textures of home and house, in relation to oil 
painting. 

Though she relies heavily upon digital media and imaging devices 
in her practice, Katherine insists that she is not interested in exploring 
the potentials or limitations these technological tools pose to artists. 
Instead, her work communicates a need to be pressed up close against 
a physical surface or object, and to transmit that experience of proximity 
through the deposit of paint. Rather than chart the deterioration or 
compression of digital images, Katherine records what she perceives to 
be the accumulation of materials and information as images pass through 
different media. “I am interested in how color moves from a real space 
to a painted space,” she says, “in how things accumulate across different 
forms and modes of representation.” 

-Sally Scopa
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Untitled II
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This is an essay about Kayla. In case you couldn’t tell. 
There’s Kayla the artist, who you may or may not know: I’ll assume 

that you don’t. And then there’s Kayla on TV, in paintings and posters. 
She’s everywhere, really, so I’ll assume you do know her. 

This Kayla you see in various forms; diffracted through light, pixels 
blasted apart and packed back together; dramatically downsized, a compact 
file for a large format print; in analog images composed of disassembled 
parts. We see Kayla without a nose, Kayla as a speech bubble without a 
body. 

Kayla, taken apart and put back together, to what end? We see that 
lolling head and those permanently rosy cheeks, that hair fixed to the 
forehead, those expressionless eyes. We begin to recognize the bulge 
under the generic yellow t-shirt. Bombarded by images of Kayla, we sit in 
Kayla’s chair and blink in the too-bright light as she is projected onto us.

She is projected onto us, but surely, we are not projected onto her. 
This world is hers, and yet, what agency can Kayla have? Can we imagine 
that the character of Kayla exists in a fictional world, in a world beyond 
this gallery space? She must: each image depicts Kayla in removed and 
yet familiar landscapes, both interior and exterior. These are images of 
a character surveyed and documented in the privacy and comfort of an 
environment tailor-made for her. 

There is a disconcerting in-btetween quality to the space of ‘KaylaTV’. 
Kayla the character is stuck in time, stuck there for our entertainment, 
in a strange, looping limbo. It is almost as if we have taken Kayla from 
her home environment, placed her in these alien rooms and told her to 
put on a show. On the one hand, Kayla the character is performing with 
her ‘sexy’ poses, the stripping, the billboards; on the other hand, Kayla is 
running away. Each iteration of Kayla is a petulant performance, like that 
of a child not quite ready to say thank you for the very nice gift, but told 
that she must. 

KAYLA ESCOBEDO



Kayla Escobedo
Kayla Poses
Inkjet Print
15” by 20”
2013
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When we are forced to look at Kayla’s character we are also forced to 
accept that this image was made for our viewing pleasure. But the character 
within is merely obliging an external personality who orchestrates each 
scene or situation. This outside creator is Kayla the artist, who is clearly 
distinct from Kayla the character. What does it mean for an artist to create 
a character in her own name? How does this fictitious persona mediate 
between artist and viewer? Is she telling us something? Should we assume 
that the melancholy performance of Kayla the character reflects the 
personal experience of Kayla the artist?

KaylaTV closes the loop. What is Kayla being honest about? Nothing. 
“I’m creating this narrative of this girl stuck in time,” she says. “You want 
to read into her and what she’s doing, but she’s just another female 
character, stuck forever in a loop.” Multiplied through simultaneous 
projections, plastered onto billboards, and playfully rendered in paintings, 
Kayla’s image is locked in a game of perpetual hide-and-seek spanning an 
impressive range of media.  

Just as we can’t assume much about the life of Kayla the character, 
we can’t assume much about her eponymous author. It is easy to believe 
that these characters are an extension of Kayla, and that by showing them 
to us she is revealing a part of herself. In fact, Kayla’s performance of 
self is neither earnest nor direct. Instead, KaylaTV compels its audience 
to distinguish between the artist and her work, and to dissociate the 
individual from her image. 

-Katherine Agard



Keoni Correa
Pair No. 1
Inkjet Print
20” by 30”
2012
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Keoni Correa’s Blank Out is a complex and layered multimedia 
installation; for his final thesis review, Keoni utilized both gallery floor 
and wall space to display his work, which includes various sculptural 
objects, photographs, and works on paper. The project incorporates a 
variety of divergent media and processes, but Keoni harmonizes them into 
a sophisticated and cohesive body of work, one that reveals its many sides 
gradually and quietly.

The most prominent aspects of Keoni’s installation are the sculptural 
pieces. One is composed of a men’s dress shirt hand woven from white 
muslin and stuffed with paper so that it takes the shape of a disembodied 
torso. The ghostly shirt rests on the ground, slumped as if it were too 
exhausted to support itself any longer. No additional design or color 
distracts from the coarse texture of the muslin, and the piece appears 
mysteriously voluminous despite the absence of any corresponding mass.

Accompanying the shirt are milky white plastic casts of crumpled 
soda cans and a shattered flower, which Keoni reconfigured by laying 
its fragments side by side on the gallery floor. One is immediately struck 
by the unlikely combination of solidity and fragility. I had the chance 
to handle these smaller objects in the studio and discovered that the 
cans, while they appear to be almost weightless, are actually quite heavy 
and dense. The flower, meanwhile, is spotted with bubbles and strange 
malformations. 

Keoni’s sculptural work subtly problematizes the notion of control. 
One typically creates casts of objects in order to reproduce them. 
In Keoni’s case, however, the process of casting results in manifold 
imperfections, as with the shattered, bubbling form of the flower and cans. 
The relinquishment of control becomes a guiding force in this work, and 
the anomalies that arise during the process of casting breathe a certain 
anonymity and peculiar beauty into the work.

A series of photographic collages and works on paper hangs on the 
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wall above Keoni’s sculptures. The drawings are sparse compositions 
of clean geometric designs, primary colors, and text (e.g., the ghost of 
a plastic grocery bag bears a vertically oriented Thank You Thank You 
Thank You). Though their colorful, graphic elements set these three 
works on paper apart from the sculptures, they hardly feel out of place. 
Instead, they function as remainders, or receptacles for what’s been 
drained out of the sculptural pieces. In other words, through the process 
of being disassembled and recast, Keoni’s chosen objects have lost those 
same colorful, surface designs that he renders in his drawings.

Keoni’s photographs, which depict athletes awash in milky white 
ether, are similarly abstract and mysterious. To create these photos, Keoni 
carefully placed newspaper cutouts of soccer players on a black lunch 
tray, poured milk into the tray and photographed it. Eerie and dreamlike, 
the resulting images transform their source material into a dimension far 
removed from both cafeteria lunch and popular media.

The most exciting and ambiguous part of Keoni’s installation is a large 
rectangle of soil, on top of which sits a delicate arrangement of newspaper 
pages and chair parts cast in wax. This centerpiece is intended to function 
as a kind of garden, and effectively ties together the surrounding works. 
The pieces of the chair embody Keoni’s theme of deconstruction: they are 
parts of a functional whole, disassembled and estranged from one another. 
The pages of newspaper mirror the cutouts used in Keoni’s photographs, 
and the backdrop of soil reimagines the natural origins of his shattered 
flower. Taken altogether, the juxtaposition of manufactured chair parts, 
newspaper articles, decontextualized words and scattered dirt is nuanced 
and otherworldly. The isolation of parts from the whole, pages from 
the newspaper, and soil from the garden speak to a distinctly domestic 
alienation.

 -Kayla Escobedo
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Caroline began her thesis searching for a narrative strategy that could 
combine photography and language with equal focus, privileging neither 
words nor image. She created books, a wall progression, and an animation 
to explore the relationship between visual and verbal information. 

Here we will focus on the books, which use photography and writing 
to tell stories. Their overall structure seems inspired by the form of the 
photo essay, although Caroline’s books are fictional in content. Perhaps 
the closest living relative of her books, in terms of surface structure, are 
children’s picture books, where short passages of narrative text are paired 
with images to illustrate them.

Her stories are dark with a slightly fantastical twist. All three hint 
at the sinister undercurrents that may lie beneath seemingly normal, 
successful, or glamorous lives. She explores the boundary between the 
real and unreal, seeking moments or circumstances that balance on the 
edge of normalcy and peek into the imagined.

The relationship between photographs and text in Caroline’s books is 
curiously indirect, as the two bodies of work seem to say different things 
independently of each other. In contrast with her writings, her photos are 
gentle rather than sinister. Though the images do illustrate the content of 
the stories, they emphasize atmosphere and soft, sensual details rather than 
grounding us in concrete information. The images offer idealized glances 
at people and places -- sunlit locations, a glimpse of blonde hair, light 
passing though a glass -- and the reader is given space to imagine the rest.  
Although her characters and settings are pictured in her photographs, we 
rarely see faces and are given very few identifiably unique location details. 
The photographs are often hazy and provide minimal detail, focusing 
on the formal interest of composition, texture, and light. Her longtime 
fascination with optics is also evident, as many of her photographs explore 
the behavior of light and document its physical properties.

As an Environmental Studies concentrator, Caroline investigates how 
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environmental exposure makes a story unique to each viewer. Caroline is 
fascinated by the way that a viewer can look at a photograph of a person 
and never know his or her life’s story, or read a story about someone and 
never know what he or she looks like. Viewers and readers are constantly 
supplying details to complete the gaps left by different narrative forms, 
drawing on their own memories, experiences, and environments to 
complete the story.

Although both text and image can be seen as incomplete without 
the other, Caroline’s hope is that combining the two will not simply lead 
to the straightforward completion of a story.  Providing photographs to 
accompany text could ostensibly give the reader a final resolution—at 
last, it seems, we know what the characters really look like, we know what 
their lives look like. However, this is not the sense that one gets in actuality 
when reading Caroline’s books. Caroline’s fragmentary texts and floating 
images allow the reader to have many pieces to string together, but there 
is no single clear interpretation that will fit all of the fragments into a 
monolithic whole. The reader instead absorbs all of the small fragments 
individually and sews them together, using his or her own memories and 
imaginings to weave a personal understanding of each narrative. 

Each story triggers an interaction between the evocative fragments 
that Caroline provides and the personal experiences of the reader, and 
this combination is what allows the stories to come to life in the readers 
mind. The spaces of incompleteness left by her photos and text are the 
very things that allow the reader’s imagination to enter the process, and 
this, it seems, is what is necessary for the fiction to become real.

-Keoni Correa



Caroline Cuse
Detail from Run Like Us: Wall Progression

Inkjet Print
2013
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 With her creation of hypothetical book covers, Meryl Natow explores 
the relationship between representation and meaning. Her work questions 
language, imposing visual decisions on words to challenge connotation 
and interpretation. In pretending to have written each book, Meryl 
investigates conceptual self-portraiture in connecting different personas 
to each title. Humor is integral to the work, as Meryl satirizes the portrayal 
of authorship and the methods used by books to promote their agendas.  

Meryl investigates the notion that book covers symbolize ideas, 
genres, and lifestyles that extend beyond the physicality of the page, just 
like the words within. She believes in the power of the book cover as 
a graphic symbol of larger goals, especially trusting in its power as the 
uniquely visual incarnation of a book’s purpose. Books rely primarily on 
mental imagery and the invisible processes of the mind, and the cover 
is the singular location of pictorial information. Aware of the space in 
which she works, Meryl appreciates the significance and permanence of 
the cover as the signature image that remains with readers through their 
adventures with the text.

Each piece in the collection serves as a portal to a new place or idea. 
Udder Nonsense brings the audience into playful short stories while 
Flammable Cooking places viewers in the world of cuisine. Posing as 
the author of each book, Meryl also expands her identity into imaginary 
realms. Self-portraits and found photographs of published authors claim 
to represent a fictional author named “Meryl Natow.”  Meryl performs 
through her encapsulation of a range of personas, from aspiring plutocrat 
to expert macrobiologist.

The books are united only by the label of their publishing house: 
“A Town Books,” a rearrangement of the letters in Meryl’s last name. 
Otherwise, each book is completely unique, adding separate pieces to 
the whole in order to mimic the diversity of material in the publishing 
world. The book topics span a variety of genres, and the designs of the 
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covers range in style and form. “I am very much interested in representing 
all types and all forms of books,” says Meryl, “including books that are 
designed well and books that are designed poorly. I will be the first to 
admit that some of these book covers are atrociously ugly, but I needed 
to include them because some books out there, the covers should be 
burned.”

Meryl uses primarily digital materials, employing tools from her 
extensive graphic design background. Her work is heavily research-
based, as she reappropriates found imagery, found quotations, and found 
biographies. She collides borrowed content with original photographs and 
drawings, which she scans to manipulate digitally. Her final compositions 
present equivalent treatment of found and original material, integrating 
all elements to create a seamless whole. 

Grounding her work in consistent structure, Meryl remains within 
a specific framework to exploit the assumptions associated with patterns. 
For her, the bounds of seriality challenge her to be clever and innovative. 
“I like working with common forms and designing around a series of 
requirements and visual expectations. You have to make it look unique 
and fresh every time and that’s a fun challenge for me.” Replication and 
template within the work echo the process of publication. The skeleton 
repeats, its architecture stamping onto multiple outcomes.

Frames around the covers position common objects in a fine art 
context, creating canvas from container. The binding mechanism is 
extracted and displayed as central. Only an exterior is included, limiting 
the focus exclusively to the object’s surface. In a reverse sculptural 
process, Meryl collapses the three-dimensional object onto a single page. 
She labels her work “vaguely reminiscent of Duchamp,” as she brings 
“normal” objects to a fine art environment. “Book covers appear to be 
something that support some literary body of work, but they’re never really 
thought of as art on their own. I think that’s a shame because I personally 
think that some of the most beautiful art is art we interact with every day, 
and there’s something really personal and emotional about books. The 
cover has a lot to do with that.”

Meryl capitalizes on the literacy of her audience, using their 
assumptions and experiences as readers to enrich her work. Not only does 
Meryl perform through various authorial roles, the audience also performs 
by mapping previous interactions with books and covers onto the work. 
Each cover is a prompt for questions and curiosity, and viewers undergo 
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a process of imagination and mental creation as they communicate with 
the work. Meryl intends for her audience to be participatory, saying, “I’m 
obsessed with reactions. I think that’s why I got into humor- because 
it’s all about reactions.” As Meryl changes her identity, the audience 
members reimagine themselves as followers of various experts, morphing 
into different citizens of her constructed worlds. In front of A Guide to 
being Demure, viewers realize a shortcoming and become advice-seekers, 
while looking at The Log of All my Thoughts positions the audience as 
intrusive and probing.

While the work addresses conceptual issues of indexicality, reduction, 
and encapsulation, it also remains fresh, charming, and fun. “I want to 
make people laugh,” Meryl says. “And I think what might make people 
laugh is realizing that what they expect to be there isn’t there. And then 
maybe wondering how often that happens in a real book.”

-Caroline Cuse



Flammable Cooking 
Ink on Paper
30” by 20”
2012

Meryl Natow
Udder Nonsense
Ink on Paper
30” by 20”
2012
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Avery’s large-scale drawings possess a dynamic and unsettling beauty. 
One recent series, tentatively titled 5 Nights of Good, but Not Great, 
Sleep, consists of wrinkled sheets of paper imprinted and smeared with 
mauve fabric dye.The creases and folds of the paper show through the 
opaque pools of pigment. The warped pattern at times resists and at other 
times directs the flow of dye. 

Avery’s past struggles with insomnia prompted her to investigate 
the unseen activity of sleepers-- the tossing and turning associated with 
sleeplessness as well as the body’s natural movements over the course of 
a night. For 5 Nights, she recorded these movements by laying sheets of 
paper over her bed and sleeping on them. She then returned to the webs 
of creases left in the paper and overlaid them with thin, expressive washes 
of dye: an act she describes as “creating little fictions.” By instantiating 
this curious relationship between figure and ground, Avery imaginatively 
materializes the struggle to fall asleep. 

In a related experiment, Avery applied pigment directly to her body 
and then transferred the pigment to a body-sized canvas during sleep, 
smearing the fabric with the imprint of her figure. She has also created 
works reflecting her nocturnal experiences in metallic paint on Plexiglas.  

The pharmaceutical industry prescribes a plethora of drugs to treat the 
condition that Avery so expressively captures in her drawings. In another 
body of work, she portrays her own experiences with these medications by 
crushing various pills for insomnia patients, mixing these powders with 
fabric dyes, and painting the material onto sheets of gridded paper. The 
variation between these dyed swatches evokes the range of side effects that 
different individuals can experience while taking the same medication. 
Each color is a product of the dye’s reaction to chemicals in the sleeping 
pills, and in that sense each is a poetic and playful demonstration of 
modern medicine’s power to chemically alter the psyche. 

AVERY WILLIAMSON



Avery’s body of work is intimate, personal and generous even as it 
addresses the population at large. One of the more striking motifs in 
her work is the figure of the Zoloft Girl from prescription medication 
commercials. She reproduces the figure on glossy photo paper and found 
materials, always in silhouette and in the same prostrated pose. Through 
these multiple iterations, Avery draws on the collective experience of 
insomnia patients, evoking far-reaching relationships—both internal and 
external— as she visualizes the hidden realm of sleep.  

-Oliver Luo
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Avery Williamson
Camera Obscura I
C-Print
2013
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Oliver Luo’s work allows the spectator to visit his memories of a blurry 
past. Oliver has reconstructed a memory from his childhood and welcomes 
visitors to join as he revisits small anecdotes from his past, allowing one 
to both experience that which he remembers and superimpose one’s own 
memories on the environment. Born in China, Oliver Luo moved to the 
United States when he was twelve years old. Despite the fact that he has 
lived in this country ever since, Oliver has a hard time determining exactly 
where his home is in the world. To Oliver, it doesn’t seem right to call 
the United States home, or China. His curiosity is fixed on his immigrant 
past and the ways in which he is different now. He finds himself unable 
to detach completely from his past and his years in China, and yet he is 
aware of the fact that he has drifted from his former existence.

Despite the fact that Oliver’s work is heavily rooted in memories and 
flashes of images from the past, Oliver purposely creates work without a 
plot or prescribed story. The installation of Oliver’s animation contains 
abstract imagery that evokes memories and that which has been forgotten. 
Specifically, the animations trace a path through an alley way from 
Oliver’s home in China. Oliver rebuilt a version of this alley with paper, 
using both his memory from his childhood and his memory from a trip 
back to China this past winter, and filmed several different paths through 
the scaled model. Using various animation and film editing techniques, 
Oliver has made animations that make the viewer feel as though they are 
present in the alley and yet not entirely fully there. It truly is a memory-
filled world, a world of travel, exploration, blurred vision, and uncertainty. 
The viewer isn’t entirely certain where he or she is, what he or she is 
looking at, but still is able to recognize that this world is that of a half-
forgotten memory.

When the work is installed, Oliver hopes to create a windowless 
viewing room, building his own environment that he can control, 
allowing him to control the viewer’s entire experience. The viewing room 
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will have his animations projected on the wall opposite the entrance. In 
the middle of the room will be a pedestal with a music box, another relic 
from Oliver’s childhood. This music box is one that belongs to Oliver’s 
Great Aunt whom he would frequently visit when he lived in China. 
Oliver plans to have another senior, Kyle Randall, compose new music 
for the music box, thus completing Oliver’s room of forgotten memory.

Oliver’s work is thought provoking: it is work that requires the viewer’s 
own thoughts and experiences to be addressed and remembered as he or 
she experiences the work.

Each individual viewer will have a unique experience with the work 
and, most certainly, walk away from the viewing thinking equally about 
the work and his or her own faded and blurry memories. This experience 
is what makes Oliver’s work so special; one cannot help but translate 
Oliver’s experiences into one of one’s own experiences, and, in my 
opinion, that’s quite the accomplishment.

-Meryl Natow



Oliver Luo
Still from Revisit/ Reconciliation

07' 10'' (singlelooplength)
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